
 Barrel: 6”
 Length O/A: 10.75”
 Height: 6.25”
 Slide Width: 1 .25”
 Weight: 4 lbs . 7 oz. (50 AE) / 4 lbs . 8 oz. (44 MAG)
 Sights: Combat Type, Fixed
 Finish: Black Cherry Cerakote®

 Magazine: 7 rd (50 AE) / 8 rd (44 MAG)

MODEL: DE50BKC
SKU: 761226-090397

MODEL: DE44BKC
SKU: 761226-090403

.50 AE   7+1 ROUND

.44 MAG   8+1 ROUND

MSRP: $1,928 (DE50BKC) | $1,928 (DE44BKC)

The Desert Eagle is known for its gorgeous looks, and the latest color sweetens the spectrum with 
a bright Black Cherry finish.  Each of these colorful Desert Eagle XIX series pistols begins life as a 
model DE50BKC, or DE44BKC handgun. This gives the buyer two exciting magnum calibers to choose 
from, the .50 AE, or classic .44 Magnum. The Desert Eagle is known for its flash, and that isn’t just at 
the muzzle. Fans of the Desert Eagle want a gun that makes a statement, and the Black Cherry finish 
does just that! An icon of the firearms world, the Desert Eagle is the only continually manufactured 
magnum auto-loader, and the most famous.  It remains the premium choice in a semi-automatic 
handgun for hunting. 

Each Black Cherry Mark XIX Desert Eagle is a gas-operated, semi-automatic pistol with a 7 round 
capacity in .50 AE, or 8 round capacity in .44 Magnum. With a 6” barrel, the Desert Eagle measures 
10.75” in overall length.  Three dot sights, black rubber grips, picatinny optics rail, and one magazine 
are standard features. The construction of the Mark XIX Desert Eagle utilizes the latest CNC machine 
technology providing exacting specifications and tight tolerances.  The result is a work of art in a 
precision firearm, enhanced by the beauty of the Black Cherry finish.  This latest in the spectrum of 
colorful custom Desert Eagle pistols is sure to be the showpiece of any gun collection!   
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The Kahr Firearms Group family combines Kahr Arms, Magnum Research, and Auto-Ordnance, into a single American brand providing products of 
exceptional quality for the discerning consumer. Kahr Arms is the original expert at making compact, semi-automatic pistols. The C, P, and K series 
handguns represent the best option for concealed carry. Magnum Research Inc. produces the Desert Eagle, and BFR handguns. The recognized magnum 
handgun experts, Magnum Research also produces the ultralight, super accurate SwitchBolt rimfire rifle.  Auto-Ordnance manufactures a range of 
historical firearm reproductions, including the legendary Tommy Gun, 1911 pistol, and M1 Carbine. 
All three brands make up the Kahr Firearms Group family of firearms. 

Join us: @magnumresearchinc, @kahrfirearms, @auto_ordnance
Magnum Research, Inc. is part of Kahr Firearms Group.
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